
 

Comfast Cf-Wu810n Wifi Driver

this is a relatively low cost usb wifi adapter that works well with rk3328. it uses the rtl8188eu
chipset, which is supported by most linux distros. in the past, it took several months to track down a

driver that would work on the rock. a few days ago, i ran across a russian usb wifi adapter that
works great, so i ordered it and got it delivered within a few days. i have been using it for some
time, and it works great with a rock. it is a comfast cf-wu810n. i would recommend this usb wifi
adapter. it is cheap, cheap enough to order online and ship from a local amazon seller. it has an

antenna and i have found it to be pretty reliable. in my case, there was a hardware issue with the
adapter i received. i ordered a new one from a different seller online that used the same realtek

rtl8188eu chipset, namely a comfast cf-wu810n which works out of the box with the rock64 in case
anyone needs a compatible wifi adapter not sold by pine64. for anyone thinking about this wifi

adapter, i can recommend the product, but not the seller. ordering the adapter from amazon has
worked out fine, and it has arrived in just a few days. it is a comfast cf-wu810n and works well with

the rock64. in my case, there was a hardware issue with the adapter i received so i decided on
buying a new one, which used the same realtek rtl8188eu chipset, namely a comfast cf-wu810n

which works out of the box with the rock64 in case anyone needs a compatible wifi adapter not sold
by pine64. comfast cf-wu810n driver for windows 7, 8, xp, vista the cf-wu810n is a versatile wi-fi usb

adapter. its compact size and tiny form, supply it with excellent mobility to be able to any
circumstance. comfast cf-wu810n is a high-speed usb wi-fi adapter that works effectively on 802.11

b/ g/ n standards. it can capture different wireless networks and can also emit wireless signals to
transmit data. cf-wu810n is truly small and small, which enables you to easily take it anywhere. its
compact size and little size, supply it with excellent mobility to be able to any circumstance. the cf-

wu810n is a versatile wi-fi usb adapter. cf-wu810n is a high-speed usb wi-fi adapter that works
effectively on 802. the usb wi-fi adapter provides a full remedy for a high throughput performance
wireless customer. the wireless usb gadget is made for networks of up to 150mbps. it permits any
kind of customer to connect a computer system, pc or laptop computer to a network of 300 mbps,
150 mbps, 54mbps or 11mbps wireless. compatible with 802.11 n, 802.11 g and also 802.11 b. its
compact design and little size, supply it with great wheelchair versatile to any situation. this usb

dongle-shaped wifi adapter permits your pc that didnt have a wifi link function to attach. uniquely,
this device can have an ap attribute that enables you to send wi-fi from a central router to make

sure that your laptop computer or pc can be a hotspot for various other tools.
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